We build specialized life jackets
for twenty years. Our goal is to
benefit
customers
often
forgotten. Consequently, we are
the only life jackets adapted
manufacturer in the world.

The PFD-A model is used by customers with multiple disabilities. This model is specially designed for physiotherapy or
hydrotherapy. It provides a great comfort and great stability on water. In the elongated position on the back, it is ideal for
stimulation or relaxation and join all parts of the body, as well as the back, for therapeutic massages.
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The Lj-A has an instantly capacity to place the face out of the water as soon as the user stops moving. It is specially
conceived for customers able to put themselves alone on the vertical on water. The collar allows to push the limits of
stability of traditional jackets. A person without survival reflexes will regain effortlessly a quick safe position.
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The Lj-A model may also also be suitable for people who adopt the fœtus position. An inclined position on the side or
back is then often observed. A person who has an under development at the bottom of the body might also get an inclined
position on the back. Under these conditions, to obtain the vertical position of the model Lj-A, it would be desirable using
weights diving at the waist strap scheduled for threading a unit weight of 1 or 2 lb at each side of the waist. Thereby, the
legs will descend underwater and the body will adopt a vertical position. The buoyancy of our model Lj-A is provided to
support this weight exceeding while respecting our high safety standards.

A person suffering from multiple handicaps has often the muscles structure of the lower body undeveloped. These people
can also adopt binding behaviors for flotation as spasms or fœtus position.
These behaviors interfere with the stability of a vest.
For some time, we noticed an interest to maintain on the vertical on water a person with multi disabilities and too often
bedridden. Many get our Lj-A model intended however for clients relatively autonomous or able to stand by oneself on the
vertical on water.

In order to satisfy the need of verticality in clients with multiple handicaps, LifeJacket-Adapted.com created a new life
jacket able to maintain effectively one person on vertical. We call this latest Lj-V.
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Its ergonomic configuration provides great comfort in the supported vertical position
The new Lj-V model was designed to maintain the vertical position supported foolproof for customer’s multi-handicapped.
This flotation aid constantly keep the mouth away from water and maintain the body at the vertical despite a fœtus
position, an undeveloped lower body or sudden movements with large contortions…This is the principle of stability of a
collar, used here in its full capacity.
This new therapeutic help sells fully equipped :
-

Collet 10cm height, keeping the head straight helping to stabilize the position of the person.
Soft chin protector band retained by velcro eliminate splashing water.
Nacelle comfortable to vary the distance between the collar and the shoulders or jaws.
Harness tilt adjustment to maintain verticality.
Thoracic ensure effective return in safe position : face has no contact with the water.
Strap catch easily accessible
Sizes available : 45-75 lb and 75-135 lb ( ask for a different size )

Nacelle Lj-V
The ergonomic Nacelle acting like the harness at the hips and between the legs contribute to the comfortable
support of the user. ( For reasons of quick installation on the beneficiary, it is possible to install the nacelle
before the arrival to the pool. With the Lj-V purchase, other nacelles can be sold separately.)

Our three models PFD-A, Lj-A and Lj-V meet all needs encountered in rehabilitation centers and in hydrotherapy.

In In summary, The PFD-As are designed for people with multi handicaps and carry the user in the horizontal position .
The Lj-As are for people with a light handicap often able to walk. This model contributes to maintain the head out of the
water. For the Lj-Vs, it is the maintaining unconditional of the face out of the water. It is created to ensure the verticality of
people with multi handicaps, underdevelopment of the lower limbs and who move a lot.
We invite you strongly to visit our videos and pictures on the internet PFD-A.com. They will convince you. And learn about
our program ten days of testing. No other auxiliary float is required. Our life jackets are completed in themselves. Your ten
days try free will convinces you.
We strongly hope that you will try our floatation vests increasingly appreciated and purchased worldwide.

Life Jcket-Adapted Inc.
Info10@pfd-a.com
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